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1 BACKGROUND
1.1

Introduction

Mandalong Mine is a modern underground longwall operation located on the western side of Lake
Macquarie near Morisset and west of the M1 Motorway. The Mine is situated approximately 130
km north of Sydney and 50 km from the Port of Newcastle, suppling approximately six million tonnes
of coal to the domestic power and export markets.
Centennial Mandalong Pty Ltd (Centennial Mandalong) is the operator of Mandalong Mine and is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Centennial Coal Company Limited which is also a wholly owned
subsidiary of by Banpu Public Company Limited.
Mandalong Mine commenced longwall mining in 2005 and operates narrow longwall panels in the
West Wallarah Seam that utilise the bridging effect of the overlying massive strata to provide
reduced levels of subsidence. This design is proven and provides subsidence impacts below safe,
serviceable and repairable (SSR) criteria for dwellings and minimises the impacts to the Mandalong
valley flood plain, natural features and built features.
Centennial Mandalong comprises the underground workings and surface infrastructure of:
•

The Mandalong Mine underground workings including longwall panels, development units
and surface infrastructure located near Morisset;

•

The Cooranbong Entry Site, consisting of the Cooranbong Colliery underground workings and
surface infrastructure located near Dora Creek;

•

The Delta Entry Site, which encompasses an entry and coal delivery system, located near
Wyee at the Vales Point Rail Unloader Facility; and

•

The proposed new surface facilities site, referred to as the Mandalong South Surface Site
located off Mandalong Road.

Mandalong Mine operates under Development Consent SSD-5144 which was granted on 12 October
2015 by the NSW Planning Assessment Commission under Part 4, Division 4.1 of the NSW
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), and provided for extension of the
mining area with a production limit of 6.5 million tonnes per annum of thermal coal from the West
Wallarah and Wallarah-Great Northern Seams.
This Powerline Management Plan (in support of the LW24-24A Extraction Plan) has been developed
in accordance with the current requirements of Condition 6, Schedule 4 of SSD-5144 for the
extraction of Longwalls 24 and 24A, and in accordance with Mining Leases (ML1443 and ML1543)
requirements issued under the Mining Act 1992 to extract longwall panels 24 and 24A within the
West Wallarah Seam. The Extraction Plan and Powerline Management Plan have been prepared
generally in accordance with the Department of Planning & Environment, Draft Guidelines for the
Preparation of Extraction Plans V5 (2015) and the Department of Industry – Resources Regulator
Managing Risks of Subsidence Guide: WHS (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Legislation (2017).
The area applicable to this extraction plan is defined in detail in Section 3.1
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1.2

Project Description

The topography of the Mandalong valley and the Extraction Plan area ranges from the broad flat
floodplain of Tobins Creek and Morans Creek to the foothills of the Watagan Mountain range. The
land affected by longwall mining is a combination of natural bushland of the Watagan Ranges
together with cleared areas of the floodplain. Properties located within the valley and Extraction
Plan area are typically 17 ha rural residential properties, although a number of small properties less
than 4 ha are also located within the area.
Within the Extraction Plan area there are 19 private properties and two properties owned by
Centennial Coal. Of the 19 privately owned properties, seven (7) dwellings will potentially be
affected by subsidence. The remainder of the area is within Olney State Forest.
Local roads, power lines, transmission lines, telecommunication networks and other associated
infrastructure are also included in the area of potential subsidence influence. This infrastructure is
managed by the Built Features Management Plan and supporting individual infrastructure
management plans developed for Public Roads, Telstra Communications, Ausgrid Powerlines and
TransGrid Transmission Lines.

2 Purpose
The purpose of the Powerline Management Plan is to provide the management strategies, controls
and monitoring programs to be implemented for the management of potential subsidence impacts
on Ausgrid 11kV powerlines and low voltage pole mounted powerlines servicing a limited number of
rural residential properties affected by the extraction of LW24 and LW24A.

3 Scope
3.1

Extraction Plan Area

The Powerline Management Plan applies to the management of risks relating to the development of
subsidence from the extraction of LW24-24A, located within Centennial Mandalong Mining Leases
(ML1443 and ML1543) and Development Consent SDD-5144. The Extraction Plan Area is defined by
the 26.5⁰ angle of draw from the limit of proposed extraction as shown in Figure 1.

3.2

Powerlines

Powerlines and power supply network within the Extraction Plan Area are under the care and
control of Ausgrid. The powerline network location and mine workings are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Ausgrid Powerline Network and Mine Workings within Extraction Plan Area
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4 Consultation and Plan Development
The Powerline Management Plan has been prepared and developed in consultation with key
stakeholders as required by Development Consent SSD-5144. A summary of the consultation for the
Powerline Line Management Plan is presented in Table 1 and copy of the correspondence included
in Appendix 4.
The Powerline Management Plan has been prepared and developed in consultation with Ausgrid.
Mandalong Mine has successfully extracted 22 longwalls beneath the Ausgrid powerline network
since the commencement of longwall mining in 2005. There have been six previous revisions of the
Powerline Management Plan. Each revision has been conducted in consultation with Ausgrid in
preparation for each mining application (SMP/Extraction Plan).
The process for consultation, communication and the provision of information pertaining to this
management plan will be managed according to Centennial Mandalong’s HSMC-SC-Information and
Communications Arrangements and HSMS-SE-6592-Consultation Arrangements.
Table 1 – Overview of Stakeholders Consulted Specifically for the Management Plan
Stakeholder

Date

Ausgrid

18/08/2017

Ausgrid

11/09/2017

Ausgrid

12/09/2017

Ausgrid

12/09/2017

Ausgrid

13/09/2017

Consultation Type and Summary of
Aspects/Issues

Centennial Mandalong emailed Mr Tony Daley
(Network Services – Design and Planning Portfolio
Newcastle) to advise that an Extraction Plan for LW2424A was being developed. A copy of the draft
Powerline Management Plan LW24-24A for review.
Centennial Mandalong made email enquiry on progress
with review of Powerline Management Plan.
Tony Daley requested a plan of the location of
subsidence monitoring lines Crossline 8 (Mandalong Rd)
and Crossline 19 (Tobins Rd) that are referred to in
management plan.
Centennial Mandalong provided subsidence monitoring
plan MG10435.
Enquiry from Ausgrid on frequency of visual inspections
along public roads, powerlines (sealed and gravel
roads) and on private property. Also question on
management of subsidence on transmission lines.
Centennial Mandalong provided clarification on visual
inspection frequency on public roads and via PSMPs on
private property. Also advised that a similar
Transmission Line Management Plan was prepared with
TransGrid.
Phone conversation with Tony Daley regarding
subsidence predictions for LW24-24A.

Section
Addressed

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4
Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Ausgrid advised that depending on the outcome of
modelling, mitigation work may be required on a
number of poles. Ausgrid is seeking the Australian
Energy Regulator’s advice to be able to undertake the
potential mitigation work. Otherwise mitigation work
will need to be conducted by private contractor.
Centennial Mandalong provided subsidence impact
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Stakeholder

Date

Ausgrid

19/10/2017

Ausgrid

27/10/2017

Ausgrid

30/10/2017

Ausgrid

31/10/2017

DRE

2/11/2017

DRE

10/11/2017

DRG

10/11/2017

Consultation Type and Summary of
Aspects/Issues

assessment for LW24-24A prepared by Seedsman
Geotechnics. The report provides subsidence
predictions (vertical and tilt) for each power pole that
will be affected by the two longwall panels (p.11-12).
Subsidence prediction contours provided in AutoCad
format.
Centennial Mandalong made an enquiry to Ausgrid on
progress with reviewing Powerline Management Plan.
Mr John Oswald –Manager Design & Planning Portfolio
– Newcastle, advised that they are still modelling the
feeders at this site. Once complete, hopefully soon, if
there are any potential pole failures due to removal of
stay wires etc. resulting from the modelling, it is our
intention to estimate the cost for the pole
replacements and send you our proposed scope of
works and cost contract for the work.
Tony Daley advised that modelling was completed and
mitigation work was required on a number of poles,
include replacing one pole, removing stays, changing
termination types and installing rollers. The mitigation
work is detailed in the email. Post mining LIDAR survey
will also be require after completion of subsidence.
Ausgrid to be reimbursed for cost of works by
Centennial.
Centennial Mandalong requested plan showing pole
numbers to include in the management plan.
John Oswald provided plan showing location of power
poles, numbers, with poles requiring mitigation work
highlighted.
Centennial provided Ausgrid with revised Powerline
Management Plan (Draft 1). The management plan was
revised to include the proposed mitigation work and
responsibility of Centennial to reimburse Ausgrid for
conducting the work.
Meeting at Mandalong Mine with Dr Gang Li (Principal
Subsidence Engineer & Principal Inspector) and Mr Ray
Ramage (Mine Subsidence Inspector) to provided and
overview and consult on the development of Extraction
Plan LW24-24A, Public Safety MP, Subsidence
Monitoring Program and other infrastructure including
the Powerline Line Management Plan. No specific
issues with the Powerline Line Management Plan were
raised, other than any mitigation work needs to
undertaken. A site inspection of EP area would be
arranged following the submission of the HRA. Meeting
minutes to be provided.
Centennial Mandalong emailed meeting minutes from
meeting held with DRE on 2/11/2017 at Mandalong
Mine.
Mr Ray Ramage (Mine Subsidence Inspector) confirmed
meeting minutes.
Phone call from Centennial Mandalong to Mr Alex Love
(DRG Project Coordinator Royalty and Advisory

Section
Addressed

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4
Section 8
Section 9
Section 10
Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4
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Stakeholder

Date

Ausgrid

13/03/2017

DRG

13/03/2017

Ausgrid

15/11/2017

Ausgrid

15/11/2017

DRG

15/11/2017

DRG

5/12/2017

Consultation Type and Summary of
Aspects/Issues

Services) to provide and update and overview of the
Development Consent consultation requirements, the
preparation of Extraction Plan LW24-24A and current
status, including infrastructure management plans and
expected submission date. Mr Love detailed the
consultation process between DPE, DRE and DRG.
Centennial Mandalong provided email summarising
phone call.
Centennial Mandalong will provide DRG with relevant
management plans for consultation in the following
week.
Phone call to Tony Daley to discuss revised Powerline
Management Plan that included proposed mitigation
work. Ausgrid to review and reply during early this
week.
Phone call to Alex Love (DRG) to advise management
plans requiring DRE review to be sent to DRE on
14/11/17. All management plans have been endorsed
by infrastructure owners except Powerline MP. Alex
Love confirmed that only Built Features MP, Public
Safety MP and the Subsidence Monitoring Program
require DRE consultation following a review of SSD5144. Suggested sending all plans following
endorsement of all MPs.
Ausgrid Approval of Powerline Management Plan.
Email from Tony Daley confirming that Ausgrid is
satisfied that Mandalong Mine has in place the
appropriate management measured in the Powerline
Management Plan.
Mitigation work to be completed prior to mining
starting in March 2018.
Phone call to Ausgrid to confirm receipt of approval of
Powerline Management Plan.
Discussed proposed mitigation and timeframe.
Ausgrid still determining Australian Electricity
Regulators guidelines for Ausgrid to conduct mitigation
work, otherwise private enterprise.
Work can be conducted in two separate programs to
allow Tobins Rd to be completed first. Approximately
one day required to complete powerline mitigation on
Tobins Rd
Final draft provided to DRG for consultation.
No comments on the Powerline Management Plan
were received from DRG by the submission date.

Section
Addressed

Section 4
Appendix 4
Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4
Appendix 4

Section 4

Section 4
Appendix 4
Section 4
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5 Regulatory Requirements
Centennial Mandalong operations are conducted in accordance with the relevant legislation and
requirements of statutory authorities. Legislative and regulatory requirements are generally
recognised through the imposition of conditions on the development consent, licences, mining
approvals and Work, Health and Safety legislation.

5.1

Development Consent

Development Consent SSD-5144 provides a number of conditions relating to the preparation of the
Built Features Management Plans. These conditions are summarised in Table 2 below, together with
the notation of the section of this document in which each matter is addressed.
Table 2 - Development Consent Conditions SSD-5144
Condition
Schedule 4
Condition 4
Schedule 4
Condition 5

Schedule 4
Condition 6 (g)

Schedule 4
Condition 6 (o)

Development Consent Condition
Performance Measures – Built Features
The Applicant must ensure that the development does not cause any
exceedances of the performance measures in Table 7, to the
satisfaction of the Secretary.
Performance Measures
Any dispute between the Applicant and the owner of any built feature
over the interpretation, application or implementation of the
performance measures in Table 7 is to be settled by the Secretary,
following consultation with DRE. Any decision by the Secretary shall
be final and not subject to further dispute resolution under this
consent.
Extraction Plan
(g) include a Built Features Management Plan, which has been
prepared in consultation with DRE and the owners of affected built
features, to manage the potential subsidence impacts and/or
environmental consequences of the proposed second workings, and
which:
• addresses in appropriate detail all items of key public
infrastructure (with particular consideration to
tension/angle/suspension towers on transmission lines), and
other public infrastructure;
• has been prepared following appropriate consultation with
the owner/s of potentially affected feature/s;
• recommends appropriate remedial measures and includes
commitments to mitigate, repair, replace or compensate all
predicted impacts on potentially affected built features in a
timely manner; and
• in the case of all key public infrastructure, and other public
infrastructure except roads, trails and associated structures,
reports external auditing for compliance with ISO 31000 (or
alternative standard agreed with the infrastructure owner),
and provides for annual auditing of compliance and
effectiveness during extraction which may impact the
infrastructure;
(o) Trigger Action Response Plan addressing all features in Tables 6
and 7 which contain:
• appropriate triggers to warn of the development of an
increasing risk of exceedance of any performance measures;

Section
Addressed
Section 6
and
Table 7
Section 6

Extraction Plan
LW24-24A
Built Features
Management Plan
LW24-24A
Public Roads
Management Plan
LW24-24A
Section 4
Section 7
Section 9

Section 12
and
Appendix 1
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Condition

Development Consent Condition
specific actions to respond to high risk exceedance of any
performance measure to ensure that the measure is not
exceeded; and
• an assessment of remediation measures that may be
required if exceedances occur and the capacity to implement
the measures;
(p) include a Contingency Plan that expressly provides for:
• adaptive management where monitoring indicates that there
has been an exceedance of any performance measure in
Tables 6 and 7, or where any such exceedance appears likely;
and
an assessment of the remediation measures that may be required if
exceedances occur and the capacity to implement the measures;

Section
Addressed

•

Schedule 4
Condition 6 (p)

Statement of
Commitments

Subsidence Monitoring and Management
As part of the development of each Extraction Plan, Centennial Mandalong
will update the Public Safety Management Plan and Built Features
Management Plans in consultation with the relevant infrastructure owners.

Section 12
and
Appendix 1

This Plan
Build Features
Management Plan
Powerline
Management Plan

5.2

Mining Leases

The Extraction Plan Area for LW24-24A is associated with two approved mining leases held by
Centennial Mandalong; ML1443 and ML1543. Table 3 summaries the relevant conditions relating to
the Extraction Plan for LW24-24A and preparation of the Powerline Management Plan.
Table 3 – Summary of ML1443 and ML1543 conditions relating to Powerlines
Mining Lease No. 1443 and 1543
ML1443 and
ML1543
Condition 41

Transmission Lines, Communication Lines and Pipelines
The lease holder shall as far as is practicable so conduct operations as
not to interfere with or impair the stability or efficiency of any
transmission lines, communication line or pipeline traversing the surface
or the excepted surface of the subject area and shall comply with any
direction given or which may be given by the Minister in this regard.

Section
Addressed
Section 6.1
This Plan
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5.3

Work Health and Safety Legislation

Mandalong Mine has developed a Safety Management System framework (MS-1001) that integrates
plans, policies and procedures that enables a systematic approach to establishing and maintaining
effective systems to manage health and safety consistent with WHS legislation and AS/NZS
4804:2001.
The following Work, Health and Safety (WHS) requirements have been considered for the Extraction
Plan principally within the context of subsidence related risks to public safety, including to private
property and public infrastructure and in reference to Managing Risks of Subsidence Guide: WHS
(Mines and Petroleum Sites) Legislation (NSW Department of Industry - Resources Regulator, 2017)
Work Health and Safety legislation relating to the management of risk to health and safety from
mine subsidence is addressed in Table 4.
Table 4 - Summary of WHS Legislation Relating to Mine Subsidence
Work Health
and Safety
Legislation
Clause

Requirement

Section
Addressed
Section 7

WHS Regulation
2017
Clause 34

WHS Regulation
2011
Clause 35

WHS Regulation
2017
Clause 36

WHS Regulation
2017
Clause 37

Duty to identify hazards
A duty holder, in managing risks to health and safety, must identify reasonably
foreseeable hazards that could give rise to risks to health and safety.
Managing risks to health and safety
A duty holder, in managing risks to health and safety, must:
(a) eliminate risks to health and safety so far as is reasonably practicable, and
(b) if it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate risks to health and safety,
minimise those risks so far as is reasonably practicable.
Hierarchy of control measures
(1) This clause applies if it is not reasonably practicable for a duty holder to
eliminate risks to health and safety.
(2) A duty holder, in minimising risks to health and safety, must implement risk
control measures in accordance with this clause.
(3) The duty holder must minimise risks, so far as is reasonably practicable, by
doing 1 or more of the following:
(a) substituting (wholly or partly) the hazard giving rise to the risk with something
that gives rise to a lesser risk,
(b) isolating the hazard from any person exposed to it,
(c) implementing engineering controls.
(4) If a risk then remains, the duty holder must minimise the remaining risk, so far
as is reasonably practicable, by implementing administrative controls.
(5) If a risk then remains, the duty holder must minimise the remaining risk, so far
as is reasonably practicable, by ensuring the provision and use of suitable personal
protective equipment.
Note. A combination of the controls set out in this clause may be used to minimise
risks, so far as is reasonably practicable, if a single control is not sufficient for the
purpose.
Maintenance of control measures
A duty holder who implements a control measure to eliminate or minimise risks to
health and safety must ensure that the control measure is, and is maintained so
that it remains, effective, including by ensuring that the control measure is and
remains:
(a) fit for purpose, and
(b) suitable for the nature and duration of the work, and

Section 8
Extraction Plan
Appendix 4 -Risk
Assessments
Section 6.1
Section 7
Section 9
Section 11

Section 6.1
Section 7
Section 9
MS-1001

Section 9
Section 10
Volume 3 of
LW24-24A EP
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Work Health
and Safety
Legislation
Clause

Requirement

Section
Addressed

(c) installed, set up and used correctly.

WHS Regulation
2017
Clause 38

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 9

Review of control measures
(1) A duty holder must review and as necessary revise control measures
implemented under this Regulation so as to maintain, so far as is reasonably
practicable, a work environment that is without risks to health or safety.
(2) Without limiting subclause (1), the duty holder must review and as necessary
revise a control measure in the following circumstances:
(a) the control measure does not control the risk it was implemented to control so
far as is reasonably practicable,
(b) before a change at the workplace that is likely to give rise to a new or different
risk to health or safety that the measure may not effectively control,
(c) a new relevant hazard or risk is identified,
(d) the results of consultation by the duty holder under the Act or this Regulation
indicate that a review is necessary,
(e) a health and safety representative requests a review under subclause (4).
(3) Without limiting subclause (2) (b), a change at the workplace includes:
(a) a change to the workplace itself or any aspect of the work environment, or
(b) a change to a system of work, a process or a procedure.
(4) A health and safety representative for workers at a workplace may request a
review of a control measure if the representative reasonably believes that:
(a) a circumstance referred to in subclause (2) (a), (b), (c) or (d)
affects or may affect the health and safety of a member of the work group
represented by the health and safety representative, and
(b) the duty holder has not adequately reviewed the control measure in response
to the circumstance.
Management of risks to health and safety (cl 617 model WHS Regs)
(1) A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine must manage risks to
health and safety associated with mining operations at the mine in accordance
with Part 3.1 of the WHS Regulations.
(2) A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine must ensure that a
risk assessment is conducted in accordance with this clause by a person who is
competent to conduct the particular risk assessment having regard to the nature
of the hazard.
(3) In conducting a risk assessment, the person must have regard to:
(a) the nature of the hazard, and
(b) the likelihood of the hazard affecting the health or safety of a person, and
(c) the severity of the potential health and safety consequences.
(4) Nothing in subclause (3) limits the operation of any other requirement to
conduct a risk assessment under this Regulation.
(5) A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine (who is the mine
operator of the mine or who is a contractor) must keep a record of the following:
(a) each risk assessment conducted under this clause and the name and
competency of the person who conducted the risk assessment,
(b) the control measures implemented to eliminate or minimise any risk that was
identified through any such risk assessment.
(6) A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine is not required to
keep a record of a risk assessment if:
(a) the risk assessment is one that an individual worker is required to carry out
before commencing a particular task, and
(b) the person keeps a record of risk assessments that addresses the overall
activity being undertaken (of which the task forms a part) such as risk assessments
carried out in relation to the development of the safety management system for
the mine or for a principal mining hazard management plan.
(7) The record kept under subclause (5):
(a) if kept by a mine operator—forms part of the safety management system of the
mine and the records of the mine, or
(b) if kept by a contractor who has prepared a contractor health and safety

Section 11
Section 15
Extraction Plan
Appendix 4 -Risk
Assessments

Section 7
MS-1001
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Work Health
and Safety
Legislation
Clause

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 10

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 23
Identification of
principal mining
hazard
management
plan

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 24
Preparation of
principal mining
hazard
management
plan

Requirement
management plan—forms part of the plan.
Review of control measures (cl 618 model WHS Regs)
(1) A person conducting a business or undertaking at a mine must review and as
necessary revise control measures implemented under clause 9 in the following
circumstances:
(a) an audit of the effectiveness of the safety management system for the mine
indicates a deficiency in a control measure,
(b) a worker is moved from a hazard or assigned to different work in response to a
recommendation contained in a health monitoring report provided under Part 3,
(c) an incident referred to in clause 128 occurs,
(d) any other incident occurs that is required to be notified to the regulator under
the WHS laws.
(2) The mine operator of a mine must ensure that a control measure that is the
subject of a request by a health and safety representative under clause 38 (4) of
the WHS Regulations is reviewed and as necessary revised, whether the request is
made to the mine operator or notified to the mine operator under subclause (3) by
another person conducting a business or undertaking at the mine.
(3) A person conducting a business or undertaking at the mine who is not the mine
operator of the mine must immediately notify the mine operator of a request
made to the person under clause 38 (4) of the WHS Regulations.
(4) A health and safety representative for workers at the mine may request a
review of a control measure under clause 38 (4) of the WHS Regulations as if the
circumstances referred to in subclause (1) were included as a circumstance in
clause 38 (4) (a) of the WHS Regulations.
(1) The mine operator of a mine must identify all principal mining hazards
associated with mining operations at the mine.
(2) The mine operator must conduct, in relation to each principal mining hazard
identified, a risk assessment that involves a comprehensive and systematic
investigation and analysis of all aspects of risk to health and safety associated
with the principal mining hazard.
(3) The mine operator, in conducting a risk assessment under subclause (2),
must:
(a) use investigation and analysis methods that are appropriate to the principal
mining hazard being considered, and
(b) consider the principal mining hazard individually and also cumulatively with
other hazards at the mine.

Section
Addressed

Section 11
Section 15
MS-1001
Section 14

Centennial Risk
Management
System –
consistent with
AS/NZS ISO
31000:2009
Risk Assessments
in
Appendix 4
Extraction Plan
Subsidence WHS
No. 1001025001
Built Features
LW24-24A
No. 1001154018

(1) The mine operator of a mine must consider the following when preparing a
principal mining hazard management plan for a principal mining hazard at the
mine in accordance with this clause and Schedule 1.
(2) A principal mining hazard management plan must:
(a) provide for the management of all aspects of risk control in relation to the
principal mining hazard, and
(b) so far as is reasonably practicable, be set out and expressed in a way that is
readily understandable by persons who use it..
(3) A principal mining hazard management plan must:
(a) describe the nature of the principal mining hazard to which the plan relates,
and
(b) describe how the principal mining hazard relates to other hazards associated

PSMPs LW24-24A
No. 1001154020
Extraction Plan
LW24-24A
and
Public Safety
Management Plan
and
Powerline
Management Plan
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Work Health
and Safety
Legislation
Clause

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 67
Subsidence

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Clause 128
Duty to notify
regulator of
certain incidents

Requirement
with mining operations at the mine, and
(c) describe the analysis methods used in identifying the principal mining hazard
to which the plan relates, and
(d) include a record of the most recent risk assessment conducted in relation to
the principal mining hazard, and
(e) describe the investigation and analysis methods used in determining the
control measures to be implemented, and
(f) describe all control measures to be implemented to manage risks to health
and safety associated with the principal mining hazard, and
(g) describe the arrangements in place for providing the information, training and
instruction required by clause 39 of the WHS Regulations in relation to the
principal mining hazard, and
(h) refer to any design principles, engineering standards and technical standards
relied on for control measures for the principal mining hazard, and
(i) set out the reasons for adopting or rejecting each control measure
considered.
(4) The mine operator of a mine must consider the following when preparing a
principal mining hazard management plan for a principal mining hazard at the
mine:
(a) the matters set out in Schedule 1 in respect of the principal mining hazard,
and
(b) any other matter relevant to managing the risks associated with the principal
mining hazard at the mine.
(1) In complying with clause 9, the mine operator of an underground coal mine
must manage risks to health and safety associated with subsidence at the mine.
(2) Without limiting subclause (1), the mine operator must ensure that:
(a) so far as is reasonably practicable, the rate, method, layout, schedule and
sequence of mining operations do not put the health and safety of any person
at risk from subsidence, and
(b) monitoring of subsidence is conducted, including monitoring of its effects on
relevant surface and subsurface features, and
(c) any investigation of subsidence and any interpretation of subsidence
information is carried out only by a competent person, and
(d) all subsidence monitoring data is provided to the regulator in the form and at
the times required by the regulator, and
(e) so far as is reasonably practicable, procedures are implemented for the
effective consultation, co-operation and co-ordination of action with respect
to subsidence between the mine operator and relevant persons conducting
any business or undertaking that is, or is likely to be, affected by subsidence
1) The operator of a mine or petroleum site must take all reasonable steps to
ensure that the regulator is notified in accordance with this clause after becoming
aware of an incident (other than a notifiable incident) arising out of the carrying
out of mining operations or petroleum operations at the mine or petroleum site,
but only if the incident:
(a) results in illness or injury that requires medical treatment within the meaning
of clause 13 of Schedule 9, or
(b) is a high potential incident.
(5) In this clause:
high potential incident means any of the following:
(m) any indication from monitoring data of the development of subsidence which
may result in any incident referred to in clause
179 (a) (xvi) - a failure of ground, or of slope stability control measures, or
179 (a) (xvii) - rock falls, instability of cliffs, steep slopes or natural dams,
occurrence of sinkholes, development of surface cracking or deformations or
release of gas at the surface, due to subsidence.

Section
Addressed

Section 6.1
Extraction Plan
Appendix 4 - Risk
Assessments
Section 9
Section 10
Section 13
Section 14
TARPs

Appendix 1
TARPs
Section 14
Public Safety
Management Plan
and
Land
Management Plan
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Work Health
and Safety
Legislation
Clause
WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Schedule 1
Subsidence
Clause 3C
Principal hazard
management
plans –
additional
matters to be
considered

WHS Regulation
(Mines and
Petroleum Sites)
2014
Schedule 3
Clause 16
High Risk
Activities

Requirement

Subsidence
The following matters must be considered in developing the control measures to
manage the risks of subsidence:
(a) the characteristics of all relevant surface and subsurface features,
(b) the characteristics of all relevant geological, hydrogeological, hydrological,
geotechnical, topographic and climatic conditions, including any conditions that
may cause elevated or abnormal subsidence or the formation of sinkholes,
(c) the characteristics of any previously excavated or abandoned workings that
may interact with any proposed or existing mine workings,
(d) the existence, distribution, geometry and stability of significant voids, standing
pillars or remnants within any old pillar workings that may interact with any
proposed or existing mine workings,
(e) the predicted and actual nature, magnitude, distribution, timing and duration
of subsidence,

Section
Addressed

Extraction Plan Appendix 1
(Seedsman
Geotechnics,
2017a)
Extraction Plan
and Volume 3
(Component
Plans)

(f) the rate, method, layout, schedule and sequence of mining operations.
Secondary extraction or pillar extraction, splitting or reduction
(1) The following are identified as high risk activities:
(a) secondary extraction by longwall mining, shortwall mining or miniwall mining,
(b) pillar extraction,
(c) pillar splitting,
(d) pillar reduction.
(2) The waiting period for any such activity is 3 months.
(3) The information and documents that must be provided in relation to any such
activity are as follows:
(a) details of the authoritative sources used in determining that the proposed
method of work can be done safely,
(b) engineering plans showing the manner and sequence of extraction, endorsed
by the individual nominated to exercise the statutory function of mining
engineering manager at the mine,
(c) information about the land above or in the vicinity of the proposed activity
including land use and details of who owns or occupies any land that may be
affected by subsidence,
(d) in the case of a pillar extraction, details of the procedures for the recovery of
buried and immobile mining plant in or around a goaf,
(e) details of how the risks to the health and safety of workers and other persons
from subsidence caused by the activity will be managed.

Extraction Plan
LW24-24A
High Risk Activity
Notification for
LW24-24A
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5.4

Extraction Plan Guidelines

The Extraction Plan and Powerline Management Plan have been prepared generally in accordance
with the Department of Planning & Environment, Draft Guidelines for the Preparation of Extraction
Plans V5 (2015). Table 5 provides a summary of the guidelines requirements for key component
plans together with the notation of the section of this document in which each matter is addressed.
Table 5 - Extraction Plan Guideline Requirements for Key Component Plans
Extraction Plan Guideline Requirement – Key Component Plans

Section Addressed

An overview of all landscape features, heritage sites, environmental values, built
features or other values to be managed under the component plan

Section 1
Section 3

Setting out all performance measures included in the development consent
relevant to the features or values to be managed under the component plan

Section 6
Section 6

Setting out clear objectives to ensure the delivery of the performance measures
and all other relevant statutory requirements (including relevant safety legislation)

Section 6.1

Proposing performance indicators to establish compliance with these performance
measures and statutory requirements;

Section 6
TARPS

Describe the landscape features, heritage sites and environmental values to be
managed under the component plan, and their significance. It should be noted that
a full description of such features, sites and values would commonly have been
provided and considered in a recent environmental impact assessment.
Consequently, this section can be relatively brief, and focus on the presentation of
appropriate figures and/or graphical plans;

Section 8

Describe all currently-predicted subsidence impacts and environmental
consequences relevant to the features, sites and values to be managed under the
component plan;

Section 8

Describe all measures planned to remediate these impacts and/or consequences,
including any measures proposed to ensure that impacts and/or consequences
comply with performance measures and/or the Applicant’s commitments;

Section 9
Section 10.2
TARPS in Appendix 1

Describe the existing baseline monitoring network and the current baseline
monitoring results, including pre-subsidence photographic surveys of key landscape
features and key heritage sites which may be subject to significant subsidence
impacts (such as significant watercourses, swamps and Aboriginal heritage sites);

Section 10.1

Fully describing the proposed monitoring of subsidence impacts and environmental
consequences;

Section 10.2

Describe the proposed monitoring of the success of remediation measures
following implementation;

Section 10.2

Describe adaptive management proposed to avoid repetition of unpredicted
subsidence impacts and/or environmental consequences;

Section 11
TARPS in Appendix 1

Describe contingency plans proposed to prevent, mitigate or remediate subsidence
impacts and/or environmental consequences which substantially exceed
predictions or which exceed performance measures;

Section 11
Section 12
TARPS in Appendix 1

Listing responsibilities for implementation of the plan; and

Section 13

An attached Trigger, Action, Response Plan (effectively a tabular summary of most
of the above).

Appendix 1
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6 Performance Measures and Indicators
6.1

Mine Design

Mandalong Mine is designed to provide reduced levels of subsidence by using “sub-critical” longwall
panels (160m) combined with 37m wide chain pillars that utilise the bridging effect of the overlying
massive strata. This design is proven and provides subsidence impacts below safe, serviceable and
repairable (SSR) criteria for dwellings and also minimises the impacts to the flood plain, natural
features and the powerlines managed by this plan.
Centennial Mandalong has adopted SSR criteria values for dwellings as less than:
Tilt < 7mm/m
Compressive Strain < -5mm
Tensile Strain < 5mm/m
The mine design has proven to be effective in providing subsidence and subsidence impacts below
the SSR criteria. With more than 66km of subsidence monitoring lines established, over 97% of all
measurements have been recorded below the SSR criteria. Table 6 provides a summary of all
subsidence measurement taken over Longwalls 6 to 21 compared to the adopted SSR criteria values.
Table 6 – Measured Subsidence against SSR Criteria for Dwellings
Frequency Histogram Summary for Longwalls 6 to 21
Measured Subsidence Compared Against SSR Criteria for Dwellings
Tilt
Tensile Strain
Compressive Strain
Longwall Panel
Less that 7mm/m
Less than 5mm/m
Less than -5mm/m
LW6

97.7%

99.8%

97.4%

LW7

97.6%

100%

97.8%

LW8

100%

100%

99.4%

LW9

100%

100%

100%

LW10

98.8%

100%

98.5%

LW11

96.5%

100%

100%

LW12

96.4%

100%

93.3%

LW13

95.6%

100%

95.6%

LW14

100%

100%

100%

LW15

96.9%

100%

100%

LW16

90.9%

100%

96.7%

LW17

96.0%

100%

96.3%

LW18

97.9%

100%

95.7%

LW19

95.0%

100%

100%

LW20

100%

100%

100%

LW21

98.2%

100%

100%

Average

97.3%

100%

98.1%
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6.2

Performance Measures

6.2.1 SSD-5144
As outlined in Section 6.1, the primary objective of the mine design is to prevent any significant mine
induced risk to built features by providing low levels of subsidence, that allows built features
including private dwellings to remain safe, serviceable and repairable.
The Powerline Management Plan aims to ensure the performance measures in SSD-5144 Schedule 4
Condition 4 Table 7 are not exceeded. The performance measures are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 - Subsidence Impact Performance Measures SSD-5144
Key Public Infrastructure
M1 Motorway
Main Northern Railway
330 kV power supply infrastructure
Other Built Infrastructure
Power lines and power poles
Telecommunications infrastructure
Privately-owned residences
Local Roads

Always safe and serviceable.
Damage that does not affect safety or serviceability
must be fully repairable, and must be fully repaired.
Always safe.
Serviceability should be maintained wherever
practicable.
Loss of serviceability must be fully
compensated.

Other built features and improvements,
(including access roads, farm dams,
swimming pools, tracks and fences)

Damage must be fully repairable, and must be fully
repaired or else replaced or fully compensated.

Public Safety
Public Safety

Negligible additional risk.

Notes:
•
Key public infrastructure is shown in Figure 2 of Appendix 2 and in Figure 1 of Appendix 5
•
Other built infrastructure is shown in Figure 1 of Appendix 5.
•
The Applicant will be required to define more detailed performance indicators for each of these
performance measures in the Built Features Management Plan, Property Subsidence Management Plans and
Public Safety Management Plan (see condition 6 below).
•
Measurement and/or monitoring of compliance with performance measures and performance indicators is to be
undertaken using generally accepted methods that are appropriate to the environment and circumstances in
which the feature or characteristic is located. These methods are to be fully described in the relevant
management plans. In the event of a dispute over the appropriateness of proposed methods, the Secretary will
be the final arbiter.
•
Requirements regarding safety or serviceability do not preclude preventative or mitigatory actions being taken
prior to or during mining in order to achieve or maintain these outcomes.
•
Requirements under this condition may be met by measures undertaken in accordance with the Mine
Subsidence Compensation Act 1961.

6.3

Performance Indicators

To establish compliance with the performance measured outlined in Section 6.2, Centennial
Mandalong has established a subsidence and environmental monitoring program developed in
consultation with the built feature owners and DRE. Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPs) have
also been established and provided in Appendix 1. These documents establish the appropriate
subsidence monitoring, parameters and associated trigger levels to demonstrate that subsidence
performance satisfies the Subsidence Performance Measures set in Table 7 and infrastructure
requirements.
The Performance Indicators have been established for each built feature. The TARPS provide the
trigger values as outlined in Table 8.
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Table 8 – Performance Indicators
Performance
Indicator

Tigger

Action / Response

Level 1
Low

Operations within prediction and approved Continued operations and monitoring
impact.
as normal.

Level 2
Medium

Operations within approved impacts but Review and investigation processes
are engaged, with adaptive
exceed or potentially exceed predictions.
management as required.

Level 3
High

Operations exceed approved impact.

Adaptive Management fully engaged
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7 Risk Management
Centennial Mandalong has adopted the Stature Risk Assessment Program which was developed to
ensure consistency in all risk assessments across the Centennial Coal operations. The Stature Risk
Assessment Program sets out a consequences table and risk ranking matrix for managing identified
risks consistent with AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009.
All operational processes undertaken at the Centennial Mandalong operations are subject to the risk
assessment process prior to implementation. The process for risk and change management is
undertaken according to the methodology and tools contained within HSMS-SE-1024-Risk
Management Arrangements and HSMS-SE-1082- Change Management System.
Centennial Mandalong completed a WRAC Risk Assessment (No. 1001154018) for Built Features
affected by subsidence from the secondary extraction of LW24-24A, including powerlines. A full
copy of the risk assessment is included within the Extraction Plan LW24-24A Appendix 4.

7.1

Identified Risks

Mandalong Mine has well established Infrastructure Management Plans, which have been
developed and refined since the commencement of longwall mining in 2005. Potential hazards to
public safety and the Ausgrid power supply network from the impact of mine subsidence can
include:
•

Potential for damage to poles, cross arms, insulators and conductors;

•

Potential for tilting poles, increased/decreased conductor tension;

•

Potential for reduced conductor ground clearance; and

•

Potential for interruption of power supply to customers.

The risk assessment team also considered the tolerance of the features to increased levels of
subsidence due to the low levels of predicted subsidence. As a conservative approach for risk
assessment and management, specifically in relation to infrastructure and private property, three (3)
case studies were modelled additional to the base predictions. This enabled a form of sensitivity
analysis of the subsidence predictions to be made as outlined in Table 9.
Table 9 – Subsidence Sensitivities
Prediction
Base Case

Sensitivity

Cause

Maximum Predicted Subsidence

Expected geotechnical conditions

Case 1

1.5 times Base Case

Geotechnical conditions worse than
anticipated

Case 2

2 times Base Case

Geotechnical conditions worse than
anticipated

Case 3

Conglomerate Beam Failure

Geotechnical conditions worse than
anticipated, or
Geological anomaly
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Table 10 provides the subsidence predictions for Powerlines adjacent to Mandalong Road, Table 11
for powerlines adjacent to Tobins Road and Table 12 for powerlines adjacent to Little Valley Road,
together with the sensitivity analysis. Figure 4 shows the location of powerlines, public roads,
underground workings and maximum predicted vertical subsidence over the Extraction Plan Area.
Table 10 – Subsidence Sensitivity Analysis for Powerlines along Mandalong Road
Subsidence Outcomes for Mandalong Road
Subsidence Outcome
Subsidence Parameter

Subsidence Maximum

(m)

Base
Prediction

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

0.70

1.05

1.40

1.3

Tilt

(mm/m)

4

6

8

20

Strain Compressive

(mm/m)

-2

-3

-4

-20

Strain Tensile

(mm/m)

1

1.5

2

10

Table 11 – Subsidence Sensitivity Analysis for Powerlines along Tobins Road
Subsidence Outcomes for Tobins Road.
Subsidence Outcome
Subsidence Parameter

Subsidence Maximum

(m)

Base
Prediction

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

0.80

1.20

1.60

1.3

Tilt

(mm/m)

5

7.5

10

20

Strain Compressive

(mm/m)

-3

-4.5

-6

-20

Strain Tensile

(mm/m)

1

1.5

2

10

Table 12 – Subsidence Sensitivity Analysis for Little Valley Road
Subsidence Outcomes for Little Valley Road.
Subsidence Outcome
Subsidence Parameter

Subsidence Maximum

(m)

Base
Prediction

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.30

Tilt

(mm/m)

3

4.5

6

20

Strain Compressive

(mm/m)

-2

-3

-4

-20

Strain Tensile

(mm/m)

1

1.5

2

10
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6
4
2
0
-2
-4
0
-0.2

LW24A

Mandalong Road
LW24 vert
LW24A vert
LW24A tilt
LW24 tilt
LW24A strain
LW24 strain

-0.4

LW24

Vertical subsidence (m) Tilt or strain (mm/m)

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show progressive subsidence along Mandalong and Tobins Roads, while Figure
4 shows the location of Public Roads, underground workings and the maximum predicted vertical
subsidence over the Extraction Plan Area.

-0.6
-0.8
0

500
1000
1500
2000
Distance from Mandalong/Tobins Road intersection (m)

Source: (Seedsman Geotechnics, 2017a)

6
4
2
0
-2
Tobins Road
LW24A vert
LW24A tilt
LW24A - strain

0
-0.2
-0.4

LW24 vert
LW24 tilt
LW24 strain

LW24A

-4

LW24

Vertical subsidence (m) Tilt or strain (mm/m)

Figure 2 – Progressive subsidence along Mandalong Road

-0.6
-0.8
-1
0

500
1000
1500
2000
Distance from Mandalong/Tobins Road intersection (m)

Source: (Seedsman Geotechnics, 2017a)

Figure 3 – Progressive subsidence along Tobins Road

7.2

Risk Assessment Outcome

A risk ranking (low, moderate, significant, high or extreme) was assigned to each risk/hazard. The
risk ranking for Ausgrid powerlines was assessed as Low at the maximum predicted subsidence and
at three additional levels of increased subsidence.
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Figure 4 – Maximum Predicted Vertical Subsidence, Powerlines and Mine Plan
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8 Powerlines and Predicted Impacts
8.1

Ausgrid Powerlines

Ausgrid is responsible for the care and maintenance of the 11kV and low voltage power supply
network within Mandalong. Mandalong Mine has been mining beneath Ausgrid powerlines since
the commencement of longwall mining in 2005 and during the extraction of the 22 previous longwall
panels. The Powerline Management Plan has been developed and reviewed for each of the previous
eight SMP / Extraction Plan areas. Similarly, this Powerline Management Plan (MEMS-EP-9000PLMP-9054) has been reviewed for LW24-24A Extraction Plan and developed in consultation with
Ausgrid, based on the Seedsman Geotechnics (2017a) subsidence predictions as detailed in Table 13,
which are consistent with previous mining.
Table 13 – Subsidence Prediction for Public Roads and Powerlines
Maximum Subsidence
Prediction

Mandalong Rd.

Tobins Rd.

Little Valley Rd.

Vertical (m)

0.70

0.80

0.40

Tilt (mm/m)

4

5

3

Compressive Strain
(mm/m)

-2

-3

-2

Tensile Strain (mm/m)

1

1

1

8.1.1 Predicted Impacts
There has been no interruption or loss of serviceability from subsidence on any powerline
infrastructure during the extraction of the previous 22 longwall panels due to the low levels of
vertical subsidence, tilt and strain.
Ausgrid have carried out extensive modelling using overhead line design software of the existing
electrical overhead network in the vicinity of LW24 and LW24A. The model uses 2015 LIDAR
information to record the pre-mining condition of the powerline network.
During the modelling and inspections, Ausgrid have identified a number of issues that will require
mitigation works to be completed prior to the powerlines being impacted by subsidence from LW24
to ensure the serviceability of the network is maintained. The mitigation works are outlined in
Section 9.
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9 Management Measures
Ausgrid have identified the following mitigation work is required on a number of poles prior to the
powerlines being impacted by subsidence from LW24 and LW24A. The location of the mitigation
work is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 and consists of:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The stay wire and pole supporting pole MG-40016 needs to be detached. As a result, the
existing strength of pole MG-40016 is not sufficient to hold the load and will need to be
replaced with a 15m 12kN pole.
The stays attached to pole MG-40020 and MG-40004 need to be detached during the
period of mining and re-attached upon completion.
The 11kV pin cross arm constructions at poles MG-10003, MG-40018 and MG-40014 are
required to be changed to a termination cross arm. This will reduce the number of
rollers that need to be placed on pin constructions.
The procurement and installation of overhead line rollers on 10 poles directly impacted
by the mining. These poles are MG-40053, MG-40005, MG-17002, MG-40015, MG40016, MG-40042, MG-40043, MG-40044, MG-40045 and MG-40046.

Ausgrid will re-model the powerlines using the overhead line design software with post mining
LIDAR information to determine if there are any non-conformances to the network. It is anticipated
that the post-mining LIDAR information will be available to Ausgrid approximately 12 months after
the completion of mining LW24 in December 2018.
The mitigation works, including modelling and any necessary subsidence remediation works will be
conducted by Ausgrid or their approved contractor. Centennial Mandalong will reimburse Ausgrid
for the cost of conducting these works.
The management strategy also includes Centennial Mandalong monitoring subsidence and
conducting visual inspections of the affected sections of the powerline. Subsidence monitoring will
be the same as for Public Roads and Telstra Communications due to their location and as detailed in
Section 10.2. Daily and weekly visual inspections will record the condition of the powerline
infrastructure.
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Figure 5 – Location of Powerline Mitigation Work Along Tobins Road
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Figure 6 – Location of Powerline Mitigation Work along Mandalong Rd and Little Valley Rd
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10 Monitoring Program
The Mandalong Mine Subsidence Monitoring Program consists of conventional subsidence
monitoring, visual inspections and aerial LIDAR surveys, developed in order to:
•

Demonstrate mine development and extraction is undertaken as per approved designs;

•

Provide information to demonstrate statutory compliance and obligations are satisfied;

•

Targeted monitoring of sensitive surface and built features;

•

Meet stakeholder monitoring requirements to minimise impact to infrastructure;

•

Provide appropriate and timely subsidence information to assess against triggers established
in the TARPs.

•

To provide data for future monitoring systems for ongoing mining within Mandalong mining
leases.

The Subsidence Monitoring Program is scheduled in the Centennial Compliance Database. The
compliance database allows for surveys, inspections and notifications to be scheduled on either time
or productions schedule (longwall face position). The required actions are assigned to the relevant
role to ensure the subsidence monitoring program is achieved.

10.1 Baseline Monitoring
10.1.1 Detail Aerial Mapping
An aerial LIDAR survey was undertaken in December 2015, providing the pre-mining landform for
the Extraction Plan area and post mining landform for Longwalls 1 to 17. The LIDAR surveys provide
surface mapping with a vertical accuracy of 0.15m. Aerial LIDAR surveys of the whole mining area
are conducted approximately every three years.

10.1.2 Conventional Subsidence Monitoring
Centennial Mandalong has a well-established conventional subsidence line monitoring program,
with currently over 66km of crosslines and centrelines established over the whole mining area
beyond LW24A. The monitoring lines typically consist of buried star pickets with cast iron covers,
nominally spaced at 10m intervals.
Within the Extraction Plan area, crosslines have been established:
• Crossline 8 (Mandalong Rd easement);
• Crossline 19 (Tobins Rd pavement); and
• Morans Creek

10.1.3 Ausgrid LIDAR Information
Ausgrid LIDAR information obtained in 2015 and overhead network modelling software provides the
pre-mining condition of the powerline network.

10.2 Subsidence Monitoring
10.2.1 Subsidence Monitoring Zones
Mandalong Mine has developed three subsidence monitoring zones to accommodate the
development of subsidence from the narrow longwall panels and the bridging effect of the overlying
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massive strata that provides the reduced levels of subsidence. Unique to Mandalong Mine and as a
result of the bridging massive strata, subsidence develops later than in typical longwall operations,
with the majority of subsidence realised after the longwall face has retreated approximately 500m.
Additional subsidence also develops over the longwall panel following the extraction of the next
adjacent longwall panel. This is due to the compression of the intervening chain pillar and strata.
The additional subsidence contributed is typically in the order of 0.15m to 0.30m and is dependent
on the geotechnical conditions and the depth of cover. Tilts and strains typically remain unchanged
and may be reduced as a result of the decreased vertical subsidence differential between the
maingate chain pillar and the centre of the longwall panel. In areas with higher depth of cover over
300m some additional minor settlement may occur following the extraction of the adjacent two to
three longwall panels.
Accordingly, with 22 longwall panels now completed, Mandalong has developed three subsidence
monitoring zones which define required monitoring activities in actively subsiding and stable areas
of the mine as follows below. Full details of proposed monitoring activities within each zone are
described within the Subsidence Monitoring Program for each Extraction Plan progressively
approved by the mine.
10.2.1.1 Active Subsidence Zone for Visual Monitoring
The “Active Subsidence Zone” for visual monitoring inspections is defined as:
• 100m in advance of the current longwall face position; and
• the following 500m of longwall extraction (i.e. 500m behind the face position).
10.2.1.2 Active Longwall Zone for Crossline Monitoring
The “Active Longwall Subsidence Zone” includes the nominated crosslines for the current longwall
panel and the three previous longwall panels.
10.2.1.3 Stable Longwall Subsidence Zone for Crossline Monitoring
The “Stable Longwall Subsidence Zone” represents the stable non-subsiding areas beyond the three
previous longwall panels, defined as being from the start of the nominated crosslines up to the
Active Longwall Subsidence Zone.

10.2.2 Crossline Monitoring near Powerlines
Crossline 8 is established along Mandalong Road easement and Crossline 19 along the sealed section
of Tobins Road. Subsidence monitoring over the sections of both roads are conducted pre and post
mining for each longwall panel. Daily visual inspections will be conducted when the sealed roads
and powerlines that are located within the active subsidence zone of each longwall. The results of
the daily visual inspections will be recorded on the subsidence inspection checklist sheet and filed.
Weekly visual inspections along the roads and powerlines will continue for the following six months
or when the next longwall mines beneath the public road. A weekly visual inspection will be
conducted along the unsealed sections of Chapmans Road, Tobins Road and Little Valley Road when
the roads are within the active mining area

10.2.3 Powerlines
Ausgrid will conduct post-mining monitoring using the overhead modelling software to analysis the
impact of subsidence on the powerline network. The monitoring is planned to occur approximately
12 months after the completion of mining LW24 in December 2018. Table 14 provides the
monitoring program summary for the powerlines, public roads and communication lines.
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Table 14 – Ausgrid Powerlines, Public Roads and Telstra Communications Subsidence Monitoring Summary
Feature

Location

Monitoring Method

Parameter

Monitoring Frequency and
Duration

Ausgrid Powerlines

Mandalong Road

Crossline 8
Star posts at 10m spacing
adjacent to road.

Vertical subsidence, tilt and strain.

Visual Inspection

Presence of mine-induced damage – surface
cracking, damage to pavement and drainage.
Risk to public safety

Baseline
Prior to mining LW24, LW24A
Post Mining
2 months after mining LW24, LW24A
Stable Zone
2 yearly
Active Zone
Daily visual inspection while road is
within the current LW active zone.
Post Mining
Weekly visual inspection for the
following six months or next longwall
panel.
Baseline
Prior to mining LW24, LW24A
Post Mining
2 months after mining LW24, LW24A

Powerline Management
Plan

Public Roads

Public Roads Management
Plan

Telstra Communications
Network
Communications
Management Plan

Telstra
OTDR Testing on inactive optical
fibre cable; and

Tobins Road

Powerline –tilting pole, damage cross arms,
insulators; change in conductor sag/tension;
ground clearance.
OTDR - loss or change in transmission
wavelength.

Visual inspection of infrastructure
conducted by Telstra - Comms
Network Solutions.
Ausgrid

Inspection of pits, cables, joints, conduits

Crossline 19
Pin in road pavement at 10m
spacing.

Vertical subsidence, tilt and strain

Overhead powerline modelling using LIDAR data.

Baseline
Prior to mining LW24 and LW24A
2015 LIDAR information.
Post mining
12 months after the completion of
mining LW24A.
Baseline
Prior to mining LW24, LW24A
Post Mining
2 months after mining LW24, LW24A
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Feature

Location

Monitoring Method

Parameter

Monitoring Frequency and
Duration

Visual Inspection

Presence of mine-induced damage – surface
cracking, damage to pavement and drainage; risk
to public safety

Active Zone
Weekly visual inspection while road
is within the current LW active zone.
Post Mining
Weekly visual inspection for the
following six months or next longwall
panel.
Baseline
Prior to mining LW24, LW24A
Post Mining
2 months after mining LW24, LW24A
Baseline
Prior to mining LW24 and LW24A
2015 LIDAR information.
Post mining
12 months after the completion of
mining LW24A.
Active Zone
Weekly visual inspection while road
is within the current LW active zone.
Post Mining
Weekly visual inspection for the
following six months or next longwall
panel.
Baseline
Prior to mining LW24, LW24A
Post Mining
2 months after mining LW24, LW24A

Telstra
Visual inspection of infrastructure
conducted by Telstra - Comms
Network Solutions
Ausgrid

Chapmans Road
and
Little Valley Road

Visual Inspection

Telstra
Visual inspection of infrastructure
conducted by Telstra - Comms
Network Solutions

Powerline –tilting pole, damage cross arms,
insulators; change in conductor sag/tension;
ground clearance; risk to public safety
Inspection of pits, cables, joints, conduits
Overhead powerline modelling using LIDAR data.

Presence of mine-induced damage – surface
cracking, road surface and drainage; risk to public
safety.
Powerline –tilting pole, damage cross arms,
insulators; change in conductor sag/tension;
ground clearance; risk to public safety.
Inspection of pits, cables, joints, conduits
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Feature

Location

Monitoring Method

Parameter

Monitoring Frequency and
Duration

Ausgrid

Overhead powerline modelling using LIDAR data.

Baseline
Prior to mining LW24 and LW24A
2015 LIDAR information.
Post mining
12 months after the completion of
mining LW24.
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11 Adaptive Management
In addition to the conservative narrow longwall panel design specifically to provide reduced levels of
subsidence and impact, Centennial Mandalong developed an adaptive management approach
designed to avoid repetition of any unpredicted subsidence and or environmental consequences.
This system involves the monitoring and evaluation of impacts to powerlines against the
performance indicators defined in Section 6.3 and contingency plan (TARP) in the event that a
performance indicator is exceeded.

11.1 Measures to be Implemented to Remediate Impacts
Subsidence mitigation works as determined by Ausgrid and outlined in Section 9 have been
incorporated into the management plan to ensure the serviceability of the network is maintained.
Ausgrid will conduct post-mining inspections and modelling to determine if subsidence remediation
works are required.

12 Contingency Plans
Trigger Action Response Plans (TARP) have been developed using performance indicators for the
Ausgrid powerlines. In the event that subsidence monitoring and or visual inspections identify that a
performance indicator has been exceeded, Centennial Mandalong will implement the contingency
measures as detailed in the TARP in Appendix 1.
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13 Roles and Responsibilities
The responsibility for implementation, monitoring and review of the Powerline Management Plan
lies with the Mining Approvals Coordinator. The roles and responsibilities for the Powerline
Management Plan are outline in Table 15.
Table 15 – Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Mine Manager

Mining Approvals
Coordinator

Subsidence Surveyor

Survey Department

Ausgrid

Responsibility
• Authorisation of the Powerline Management Plan
• Ensuring that sufficient resources are available to implement this plan.
Implementation, monitoring and review of this plan, including:
• Ensure that the Subsidence Monitoring Program, required inspections,
mining notifications are scheduled into the Centennial Compliance
Database prior to the commencement of each longwall panel.
• Ensuring subsidence monitoring and inspections are conducted at the
required schedule and persons conducting monitoring/inspections are
trained in the requirements of this plan.
• Consulting with the landowners, infrastructure owners and relevant
government departments including Ausgrid, LMCC, DPE, DRG, DRE and
the SA NSW.
• Review and assess the subsidence monitoring results against the
performance measures.
• Notification of any exceedance of performance indicators in accordance
with the TARPs and management plan.
• Coordinating any remedial work as required.
• Preparation and submission of formal reporting requirements outlined
in this plan.
• Review and audit of the Powerline Management Plan.
• Establishment of subsidence monitoring in accordance with the
Subsidence Monitoring Program.
• Ensure all subsidence surveys are conducted in accordance with the
approved Subsidence Monitoring Program.
• Review and assess subsidence monitoring results.
• Notify the Mining Approvals Coordinator of any identified public safety
issues.
• Provide the monitoring results to the Mining Approvals Coordinator,
DRE, Ausgrid and SA NSW.
• When required, conduct inspections within the applicable subsidence
zone to the standard required, using the subsidence inspection
checklist.
• Promptly notify the Mining Approvals Coordinator of any issue
identified during a subsidence inspection.
• Conduct modelling using overhead line design software 12 months
after completion of mining LW24.
• Provide the Mining Approvals Coordinator with modelling results and
any proposed remediation.
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14 Reporting
Reporting will be completed in accordance with the draft Guidelines for the Preparation of Extraction
Plans (NSW Department of Planning & Environment, 2015), as summarised in Table 16.
Table 16 - Reporting Requirements
Report

Trigger

Six Monthly
Report

Every six months during
mining of LW24 to 24A.

Incident
Reporting

Any occasion or incident in
accordance with consent
condition, WHS Regulations
or TARP.

Bi-Monthly
Subsidence
Impact
Reporting

Annual
Review

If a new impact is identified,
compile after monthly
subsidence.

Annual Report required
under development consent
SSD-5144.

Requirements
Summary of all impacts;
Any revisions to the TARP;
Assessment of compliance with
performance measures and
indicators; and
• Summary of environmental
monitoring results.
In accordance with requirements of:
• Development Consent Schedule 6
Condition 10; or
• WHS Regulation (Mines and
Petroleum Sites) Clause 128; or
• TARP.
Distinguish impact:
• within predictions;
• those which exceed predictions but
remain within performance measures
and/or performance indicators; and
• those which exceed performance
measures and/or performance
indicators.
Report to include:
• full description;
• location identification using aerial
photos with longwall layout
superimposed;
• photos of the impact; and
• preliminary characterisation of the
impact in accordance with the
relevant TARP(s).
Report to include:
• six-monthly reports of impacts and
environmental monitoring results;
• monitoring results; and
• summary of subsidence impacts.

Stakeholders

•
•
•

DRE
DRG
DPE
Ausgrid
Seedsman
Geotechnics
SA NSW
CCC

DRE
DPE
DRG
CCC

Community
Consultative
Committee
(CCC)
Mining
Notifications

CCC meetings are typically
held three times per year.

Subsidence and environmental
performance is included as an agenda
item at each meeting.

One month prior to mining
beneath the powerlines
along Tobins Rd, Mandalong
Rd and Little Valley Rd.

Scheduled date that the powerlines will
be affected by subsidence and within the
Active Subsidence Zone.

Ausgrid
CCC

Ausgrid
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15 Audit and Review
Audit and review procedures are outlined in Centennial Mandalong’s Safety Management System
that comply with the NSW Work Health and Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulations. These
procedures are utilised to manage audit and review functions of the Built Features Management
Plan. Refer Document HSMS-SE-1028- System Evaluation.

15.1 Audit
The requirements of the Powerline Management Plan are to be audited annually for compliance and
effectiveness during the extraction of LW24-24A.
Any non-conformances or deficiencies found during the audit are to be brought to the attention of
the System Coordinator so that corrective actions can be outlined. These corrective actions are to
be allocated and carried out accordance with HSMS-SE-1029 - Corrective Action Procedure.

15.2 Review
The Powerlines Management Plan will be reviewed every three years or in the event that one of the
following occurs:
•

Stakeholders raise issues that necessitates a review;

•

Where unpredicted impacts or consequences have required implementation of contingency
actions under this plan;

•

Monitoring, incident or audit processes demonstrate a review is required;

•

Where triggered by a TARP;

•

With each new Extraction Plan;

•

Where triggered by circumstances in either Clause 10 or Clause 128 of WHS (Mines and
Petroleum Sites) Regulation or Clause 38 WHS Regulation; and

•

Change in mine design or layout.

16 Document Control
An integrated Document Control Procedure is incorporated into Centennial Mandalong’s Safety
Management System.
Documents, data and records pertaining to this plan will be managed according to HSMS-SE-1025Information Control.
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Appendix 1

Trigger Action Response Plan

Powerline Management Plan

Monitoring and Controls

Trigger

Action / Response

Powerlines – LW24-24A
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Centennial to establish subsidence monitoring
/ inspection sites for public roads and adjacent
powerlines prior to mining.
Centennial to mark the centreline and edges of
current longwall panel on public road
pavement one month prior to public road and
powerlines being affected by subsidence.
Centennial to notify Ausgrid one month prior
to powerline being affected by subsidence
from each longwall panel.
Centennial to conduct daily visual inspections
of public roads and powerlines located along
road easement when influenced by subsidence
within the Active Subsidence Zone. Record
results on the Subsidence Inspection Checklist.
Centennial to conduct weekly visual
inspections for the following six months and
record results on the Subsidence Inspection
Checklist.
Centennial to be in regular contact with
private property owner during the
development of subsidence.
Centennial to conduct post-mining surveys
following the development of subsidence
(majority of subsidence developed when LW is
completed or LW face is 800m past feature).
Centennial to provide pre and post mining
subsidence monitoring results to Ausgrid, DRE
and SANSW.
Ausgrid completed pre-mining modelling of
the network using overhead line design
software.

LEVEL 1 – LOW
Operations within prediction and approved impact
Development of subsidence and impact as expected.
Subsidence within predicted range.
Mitigation works installed.
No noticeable impact to the surface or powerline
network.
• Damage powerlines highly unlikely.
LEVEL 2 – MEDIUM
Operations within approved impact but exceed or
potentially exceed predictions
• Development of subsidence exceeding or potentially
exceeding prediction.
• Subsidence results twice predicted values.
• No noticeable impact to powerline network
• Mitigation / remediation work on poles, insulators and
conductors may be considered necessary.
LEVEL 3 – HIGH
Operations exceed approved impact
•
•
•
•

• Development of subsidence and impact greater than
expected.
• Increased subsidence from conglomerate beam failure.
• Visible cracking on gravel and sealed roads.
• Visible cracking to surface.
• Damage to powerline network, cross arms, insulators
or coductors.
• Tiltlng poles – increased or decreased conductor
tension.
• Reduced conductor ground clearance.
• Potential loss of service.

• Centennial to conduct post mining inspection and subsidence
monitoring and provide results to the Ausgrid, DRE and SA NSW.
• Ausgrid to conduct and provide results of post-mining (LW24A)
modelling of the powerline network using overhead line design
software.

• Centennial to inspect powerlines.
• Centennial to notify Ausgrid and DRE of increased subsidence and
any observed impact to powerline network.
• Ausgrid to conduct inspection and investigate the impact of increased
subsidence on powerline network.
• Ausgrid to conduct repairs if considered necessary.
• Centennial to advise SA NSW of potential repairs .
• Centennial to review results and predictions as per Extraction Plan
LW24-24A.
• Centennial to immediately advise Ausgrid of observed damage to
the powerline network.
• Ausgrid Emergency Service - 1800 627 005
• Ausgrid to inspect any damage to powerline network and arrange
repairs.
• Centennial to promptly notify DRE and SA NSW of increased
subsidence and observed impact to powerlines.
• Centennial to conduct post mining inspection and subsidence
monitoring and provide results to Ausgrid, DRE and the SANSW.
• Centennial to review results and predictions as per Extraction Plan
LW24-24A.
• Centennial to notify external stakeholders and government agencies
in accordance with Incident Reporting requirements DC S6
Condition 10 and WHS Regulations.
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Key Personnel List

Powerline Management Plan

Mandalong Mine
Mining Approvals Coordinator
Subsidence Surveyor
Technical Service Superintendent
Environmental Coordinator
Logistics Coordinator
(Emergency Order No.)
Control Room (24hr)
SA NSW
Emergency Service
District Supervisor
LMCC
Emergency Road Works
Roads & Infrastructure Asset Coordinator
Area Coordinator West
Technical Officer Roads Assets
Technical Assistant Roads Assets
Ausgrid
Emergency Service
Network Services
Civil Earth Works
Barrie Toepfer Earthmoving - Manager
Barrie Toepfer Earthmoving Operations
Manager

Contact
Phil Enright
Mark Harrower
Owen Farrugia
Jeff Dunwoodie
Alan Maurer

Phone No.
49730948
49730955
49730932
49730947

Mobile No.
0439 409 781
0447 234 185
0408 624 660
0448 490 023
0427 273 964

Email
phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au
mark.harrower@centennialcoal.com.au
owen.farrugia@centennialcoal.com.au
jeffrey.dunwoodie@centennialcoal.com.au

Control Room Operators

49730901 or 49730902

0428 247 788

mandalong.control@centennialcoal.com.au

24hr Emergency Service
Paul Gray

1800 248 083
49084356

0425 275 572

p.gray@minesub.nsw.gov.au

24hr Response
Allen Brierley
Kerrie Smith
Len Hermans
Mal Ellis

49210329
49210400
49210681
49210438
49210474

0478 312 099
0418 259 582
0419 402 724
0408 104 374

abrierley@lakemac.nsw.gov.au
ksmith@lakemac.nsw.gov.au
lhermans@lakemac.nsw.gov.au
mellis@lakemac.nsw.gov.au

24 hr Emergency Service
Tony Daley

1800 627 005
49519287

0439611172

tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

Barrie Toepfer

43571216

0407783 791

Jeff Rout

43571216

0400 044 488

49730939

alan.maurer@centennialcoal.com.au
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Inspection Check List

Powerline Management Plan

SUBSIDENCE INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Date & Time
Longwall Number
Face Position (chainage)
Road or Area Inspected
Inspected by:
Inspection Zone (Face chainage - 500m) to (Face chainage +100m)
INSPECTION ITEM
Surface cracking

Surface humps (compression)

Step change in road pavement

Damage to roadside drainage channels

Warning Signage

Powerline – poles, insulators, conductors, reduced
conductor clearance.

Rock mass stability

Dams

Other

CHECKED

COMMENTS

Powerline Management Plan

SUBSIDENCE INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Where to Inspect
500 metres behind and 100 metres in front of the current face position.
Cover the full subsidence bowl out to the 26.5° angle of draw.
What to look for
•

Surface cracking - edges of extraction void and travelling abutments particularly in rock
outcrop areas.

•

Surface humps (compression) - near centre of extracted panels and travelling abutment

•

Step change in land surface - associated with cracking

•

Serviceability of the road and drainage devices

•

Damage to poles, insulators or conductors

•

Increase or decrease in conductor tension

•

Reduced conductor clearance

•

Rock mass stability – boulders and cuttings.

•

Any effect that may cause a safety risk to road users. – If unsure report immediately.

Actions if there is damage to infrastructure or surface
Immediately notify the:
•

Mine Manager

•

Mining Approvals Coordinator

•

Subsidence Surveyor

•

Lake Macquarie City Council – Emergency Response phone number

•

Subsidence Advisory NSW – Emergency Service phone number

•

Ausgrid - Emergency Service phone number

If road repairs or remediation work is required these will be undertaken by LMCC or by their
approved contractor.
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Correspondence

1

Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan Longwalls 24 to 24ATony Daley to: phil.enright 15/11/2017 10:52 AM
Cc: John Oswald
From: Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>
To: phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au
Cc: John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>
Phil
Re: Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A - Mandalong Mine - MEMS-EP-9000-PLMP-9054 October 2017
Ausgrid is satisfied that Mandalong Mine has in place appropriate management plans under the above
mentioned Powerline Management Plan to ensure Ausgrid infrastructure is protected and accessible in the
event of any adverse subsidence issues associated with the proposed mining of longwall panels 24 to 24A.
In relation to reference section "9 Management Measures", Ausgrid are still determining the Australian
Electricity Regulator guidelines and if we are permitted to carry out the necessary works mention in the
Powerline Management Plan. We will notify you immediately when this is determined.
There is a chance that the necessary works will not be completed before the proposed mining start date of
March 2018 and Ausgrid require that the mining not start under our assets until these works are completed.
To enable the planning to move forward, Ausgrid has no objections for Mandalong Mine to continue with the
Extraction Plan and submission to the Department of Planning and Environment for Approval.
Should you require any further assistance with this matter please contact myself using the details below.

Tony Daley
Ausgrid
Network Services - Design and Planning Portfolio - Newcastle
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9287 (59287) | 0439 611172
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information.
If you have received it in error, please notify the sender immediately
via return e-mail and then delete the original e-mail.
If you are the intended recipient, please note the change of sender email address to @ausgrid.com.au.
Ausgrid has collected your business contact details for dealing with you in
your business capacity. More information about how we handle your
personal information, including your right of access is contained at
http://www.ausgrid.com.au/

1

15/11/2017

Re: Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline
Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A
Phil Enright to: John Oswald

31/10/2017 01:28 PM

Cc: Chris Jeffery, Steven Shelswell, Tony Daley

John,
Please find attached the draft Powerline Management Plan that has been updated with the proposed
mitigation work and monitoring as outlined in Tony's email (27/10/17).
I have updated Sections 8, 9, 10 and 11 to include:
- the mitigation work (also changed pole MG-47002 to MG-17002 as noted by Chris)
- two plans to show the location of the mitigation work as provided in your plan.
- included a sentence in Section 8 acknowledging that Centennial Mandalong will reimburse Ausgrid
for cost of mitigation and modelling work.
It would be appreciated if you could review the changes and provide any comments / edits.

Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan LW24-24A Draft 1.docx

John Oswald
From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Hi Phil Please see email below with attached...

30/10/2017 03:50:23 PM

John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>, Steven Shelswell <SShelswell@ausgrid.com.au>,
Chris Jeffery <cjeffery@ausgrid.com.au>
30/10/2017 03:50 PM
Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan Longwalls 24 to 24A

Hi Phil
Please see email below with attached pole plan from Chris.
Could you please confirm that this is what you were after?
Thanks.

Regards,
JOHN OSWALD – MANAGER
DESIGN & PLANNING PORTFOLIO - NEWCASTLE
NETWORK SERVICES

Ausgrid

Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9479 (59479) |  0416 209130
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  joswald@ausgrid.com.au

----- Forwarded by John Oswald/Ausgrid on 30/10/2017 03:48 PM ----From:
Chris Jeffery/Ausgrid
To:
John Oswald/Ausgrid@Ausgrid,
Date:
30/10/2017 10:18 AM
Subject:
Re: URGENT Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls
24 to 24A

John is this what you are after, it's a scan of a print with the poles highlighted.
Also of note I'm confident that pole MG-47002 mentioned in tonys email is actually MG-17002

Regards,
CHRIS JEFFERY | ENGINEERING OFFICER
DESIGN & PLANNING - NEWCASTLE
NETWORK SERVICES

Ausgrid
Wallsend Depot Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9246 (59246) | 0409 714 311
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  cjeffery@ausgrid.com.au

From:
John Oswald/Ausgrid
To:
Chris Jeffery/Ausgrid@Ausgrid,
Cc:

Tony Daley/Ausgrid@Ausgrid, Steven Shelswell/Ausgrid@Ausgrid

Date:
30/10/2017 09:15 AM
Subject:
URGENT Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to
24A

Chris
Please see Tonys email below, followed by Phil Enrights email requesting a pole plan.
In Tonys absence could you please arrange to provide Phil with the required pole plan.

Regards,
JOHN OSWALD – MANAGER
DESIGN & PLANNING PORTFOLIO - NEWCASTLE
NETWORK SERVICES

Ausgrid
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9479 (59479) |  0416 209130
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  joswald@ausgrid.com.au

----- Forwarded by John Oswald/Ausgrid on 30/10/2017 09:10 AM ----From:
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
To:
Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>, John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>,
Cc:

Steven Shelswell <SShelswell@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:
Subject:

30/10/2017 08:28 AM
Re: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Tony and John
Thank you for the update and information.
I will update the management plan to include the mitigation work as detailed in your email and return it
early this week for your review.
Would you be able to provide me with a plan showing the location of the poles and pole numbers so I
can update our drawings and include in the management plan (we have locations but not all
numbers).
Thanks for your assistance.
Regards

Phil Enright
Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the
message is addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this
message. Any unauthorised form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions presented in this message are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal
Company Limited. The recipient should check this message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal
Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this message.

From:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

To:

Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>

Cc:

John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>, Steven Shelswell <SShelswell@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:
Subject:

27/10/2017 03:53 PM
Re: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Phil
As mentioned the other day, Ausgrid have been carrying out extensive modelling using overhead line
design software of the existing electrical overhead network in the vicinity of Longwalls 24 to 24A. This
model uses the LIDAR information from 2015 and will be used for reference.
Ausgrid are proposing that 12 months after mining, we will model the overhead network using the
same overhead line design software but with updated LIDAR information. This may extend past 12
months, depending upon when Ausgrid have available LIDAR information.
Any new nonconformance's, such as low mains, leaning poles and pins etc caused by the mine
subsidence identified in the modelling will need to be corrected at the expense of Centennial Coal.
During the existing modelling, Ausgrid have identified a number of issues that will need to be
addressed before mining can proceed in March.
The steps listed below is one way to address these issues:
1.
The stay wire and pole supporting pole MG-40016 needs to be detached. As a result, the
existing strength of pole MG-40016 is not sufficient to hold the load and will need to be replaced with a
15m 12kN pole.
2.
The stays attached to pole MG-40020 and MG-40004 need to be detached during the period of
mining and re-attached upon completion.
3.
The 11kV pin cross arm constructions at poles MG-10003, MG-40018 and MG-40014 required
to be changed to a termination cross arm. This will benefit Centennial Coal by reducing the number of
rollers that need to be placed on pin constructions.
4.
The procurement and installation of overhead line rollers on 10 poles directly impacted by the
mining. These poles are MG-40053, MG-40005, MG-47002, MG-40015, MG-40016, MG-40042,
MG-40043, MG-40044, MG-40045 and MG-40046.
I am yet to receive any notification from within Ausgrid as to the availability of Ausgrid to carry out the
construction of these works. Once I am notified of this outcome, which I was expecting today, we will
be able to direct you further.
No matter what the outcome, Ausgrid will require Centennial Coal to reimburse Ausgrid the costs to
carry out the current modelling of the overhead network now and the proposed modelling of the
overhead network 12 months after mining.
Ausgrid will need to see these proposed works mentioned in your Project Management Plan before
we can approve the document. I am hoping there is sufficient information for you to update the
document and return to Ausgrid for review whilst we wait on the determination by Ausgrid regarding
construction. I do not believe you will need to include in the Powerline Management Plan who will do
the construction.
The final cost and arrangements for payment will be worked out once we determine who is able to
construct the works mentioned above.

I am on leave for the next two weeks, but if you have any problems, please contact John Oswald. I will
be in contact with John during my leave so will still be able to assist if there are any issues.
Thanks

Tony Daley

Ausgrid
Network Services - Design and Planning Portfolio - Newcastle
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9287 (59287) | 0439 611172
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

From:
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
To:
John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>,
Cc:

Steven Shelswell <SShelswell@ausgrid.com.au>, Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:
Subject:

20/10/2017 11:28 AM
Re: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

John,
Thanks for the update.
Regards

Phil Enright
Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the
message is addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this
message. Any unauthorised form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions presented in this message are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal
Company Limited. The recipient should check this message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal
Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this message.

From:

John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>

To:

Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>

Cc:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>, Steven Shelswell <SShelswell@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:

19/10/2017 03:43 PM

Subject:

Re: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Hi Phil
We are still modelling the feeders at this site. Once complete, hopefully soon, if there are any
potential pole failures due to removal of stay wires etc resulting from the modelling, it is our intention
to estimate the cost for the pole replacements and send you our proposed scope of works and cost
contract for the work.
Tony is back on Monday 23rd. I am hoping he will be able to pull this together sometime next week.

Regards,
JOHN OSWALD – MANAGER
DESIGN & PLANNING PORTFOLIO - NEWCASTLE
NETWORK SERVICES

Ausgrid

Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9479 (59479) |  0416 209130
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  joswald@ausgrid.com.au

From:
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
To:
Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>,
Cc:

joswald@ausgrid.com.au

Date:
Subject:

19/10/2017 12:38 PM
Re: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Tony,
Just checking to see how you are progressing with the Powerline Management Plan for Longwalls
24-24A and whether you require any additional information.
We are tying to finalise the Extraction Plan to enable submission by the end of October to the
Department of Planning and Environment for Approval.
If you have any questions please contact me.

Regards

Phil Enright
Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the
message is addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this
message. Any unauthorised form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions presented in this message are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal
Company Limited. The recipient should check this message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal
Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this message.

From:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

To:

Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>

Cc:

joswald@ausgrid.com.au

Date:
Subject:

13/09/2017 04:09 PM
Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Phil
Earlier today you mentioned you had a dxf file of the proposed subsidence levels. Could you please
send that through?
If you have a dxf file showing the position of the longwall and maingate's, could you send that through
as well.
Thanks

Tony Daley

Ausgrid
Network Services - Design and Planning Portfolio - Newcastle
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9287 (59287) | 0439 611172
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

From:
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
To:
Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>,
Cc:

joswald@ausgrid.com.au

Date:
13/09/2017 01:53 PM
Subject:
TRIM: D17/841124 - Re: Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan Longwalls 24 to 24A

Tony,
Following our conversation today, please find attached subsidence impact assessment for LW24-24A
prepared by Seedsman Geotechnics.
The report provides subsidence predictions (vertical and tilt) for each power pole that will be affected
by the two longwall panels (p.11-12).
Let me know if you require any further information.

Regards

Phil Enright
Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the
message is addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this
message. Any unauthorised form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions presented in this message are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal
Company Limited. The recipient should check this message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal
Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this message.

From:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

To:

Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>

Cc:

joswald@ausgrid.com.au

Date:
Subject:

12/09/2017 11:01 AM
Re: Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Phil
Do you have a plan showing where the crossline 8 and 19 are located in comparison to the proposed
longwalls?
These are referred to a lot and would be good to see a plan as to where they are located.
Thanks

Tony Daley

Ausgrid
Network Services - Design and Planning Portfolio - Newcastle
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9287 (59287)| 0439 611172
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

From:
Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
To:
tdaley@ausgrid.com.au,
Cc:

joswald@ausgrid.com.au

Date:
Subject:

11/09/2017 03:28 PM
Fw: Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Tony,
Just checking to see if you have had an opportunity to review the Powerline Management Plan for the
proposed extraction of Longwalls 24 and 24 as outlined in my previous email.

Regards

Phil Enright
Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the
message is addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this
message. Any unauthorised form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views
or opinions presented in this message are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal
Company Limited. The recipient should check this message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal
Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this message.

----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 11/09/2017 03:23 PM ----From:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal

To:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

Cc:

John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:

18/08/2017 01:52 PM

Subject:

Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 24 to 24A

Tony,
Mandalong Mine is currently preparing an Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A, the same
process as the recently approved Extraction Plan for Longwalls 22 and 23.
As with the previous application, Mandalong Mine is required to consult with Ausgrid to develop a
Powerline Management Plan for the extraction of Longwalls 24 and 24A.
I have updated the current management plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A. The subsidence predictions
are consistent with previous mining and the proposed subsidence monitoring and management of
subsidence impacts is the same.
It would be appreciated if you could review / comment on the attached draft management plan and
confirm that Ausgrid has been consulted in the development of the plan (similar to previous
management plan). We are planning to submit the mining application in approximately four weeks
time.
If you have any questions or require further information, please don't hesitate to call me.

From:

Tony Daley <tdaley@ausgrid.com.au>

To:

Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>

Cc:

John Oswald <joswald@ausgrid.com.au>

Date:
Subject:

12/12/2016 04:36 PM
Ausgrid Electrical Infrastructure - Mandalong Mine - Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 22 to 23

Phil
Re: Powerline Management Plan - Longwalls 22 to 23 - Mandalong Mine MEMS-EP-9000-PLMP-9054
Ausgrid is satisfied that Mandalong Mine has in place appropriate management plans under the
above mentioned Powerline Management Plan to ensure Ausgrid infrastructure is protected and
accessible in the event of any adverse subsidence issues associated with the proposed mining of
longwall panels 22 to 23.
Therfore, Ausgrid has no objections to Mandalong Mine proceeding with the mining works as planned.

Should you require any further assistance with this matter please contact myself using the details
below.
Thanks

Tony Daley

Ausgrid
Network Services - Design and Planning Portfolio - Newcastle
Wallsend Depot, Building 3, Abbott Street, Wallsend NSW 2287 AUSTRALIA
 (02) 4951 9287 (59287)| 0439 611172
 (02) 4951 9459 (59459) |  tdaley@ausgrid.com.au

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information.
If you have received it in error, please notify the sender immediately
via return e-mail and then delete the original e-mail.
If you are the intended recipient, please note the change of sender email address to
@ausgrid.com.au.
Ausgrid has collected your business contact details for dealing with you in
your business capacity. More information about how we handle your
personal information, including your right of access is contained at
http://www.ausgrid.com.au/
This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information.
If you have received it in error, please notify the sender immediately
via return e-mail and then delete the original e-mail.
If you are the intended recipient, please note the change of sender email address to
@ausgrid.com.au.
Ausgrid has collected your business contact details for dealing with you in
your business capacity. More information about how we handle your
personal information, including your right of access is contained at
http://www.ausgrid.com.au/[attachment "Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan
LW24-24A Draft.docx" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]
This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information.
If you have received it in error, please notify the sender immediately

1

Filed in Library APP165173
Re: APP165173: Minutes Extraction Plan LW24-24A Meeting with DRERay Ramage
to: Phil Enright 10/11/2017 03:21 PM
From: Ray Ramage <ray.ramage@industry.nsw.gov.au>
To: Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au>
History:This message has been replied to.
Phil,
I have reviewed your minutes of our meeting 2 November 2017. My only addtional comment is that the reference to
prediction of impacts being safe serviceable and repairable for dwellings is not on its own an appropriate criteria for risk
management.
Regards

Ray Ramage
Inspector - Mine Subsidence
Mine Safety Operations

Resources Regulator
516 High St | Maitland NSW 2320
T 02 4931 6645 M 0422551293

On 10 November 2017 at 14:53, Phil Enright <phil.enright@centennialcoal.com.au> wrote:
Gang and Ray,
Please find attached a copy of the minutes from our meeting held on 2 November 2017 to consult with DRE
for the development of the Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A and associated public safety and
infrastructure management plans.
It would be appreciated if you could confirm the minutes.

(See attached file: APP165173_Minutes Extraction Plan LW24-24A Meeting with DRE.docx)
Regards

Phil Enright

Mining Approvals Coordinator
p: +61 (0) 2 4973 0948 | f: +61 (0) 2 4973 0999 | m: +61 (0) 439 409 781

Centennial Coal Company Limited | Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive, Mandalong NSW 2264 Australia
centennialcoal.com.au

Attention:
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of those persons to whom the message is
addressed. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete this message. Any unauthorised
form of reproduction of this message or any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. Any views or opinions presented in this message are
solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Centennial Coal Company Limited. The recipient should check this
message and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Centennial Coal Company Limited accepts no liability for any damage caused by
any virus transmitted by this message.

1

10/11/2017

12 Kerry Anderson Drive
Mandalong NSW 2264
PO Box 1000
Toronto NSW 2283 Australia

T:
F:
E:
W:

61 2 4973 0900
61 2 4973 0999
info@centennialcoal.com.au
www.centennialcoal.com.au

Minutes
Meeting: Extraction Plan LW24-24A with Centennial Mandalong and Department of
Planning and Environment – Resources Regulator
Held: Thursday 2 November 2017 at Mandalong Mine. Meeting commencing 2:00pm
Present:
Phil Enright – Mining Approvals Coordinator, Centennial Mandalong
Gang Li – Principal Subsidence Engineer, DRE
Ray Ramage – Inspector Mine Subsidence, DRE
Apologies:
John Turner – Mine Manager, Centennial Mandalong

The meeting was arranged by Phil Enright (PE) to consult with DRE during the
preparation of the Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A.
Phil Enright provided an overview of the proposed Extraction Plan LW24-24A including:
• Proposed timeframe of mining and submission of Extraction Plan and High Risk
Notification (HRA). Submit application in early December 2017, start extraction in
LW24 in March 2018.
• Location of mining in relation to surface features, public infrastructure and private
property (plans MG12962, MG12963 and MG12964).
• Review of geology, including seam thickness, cover depth and igneous sill. No
faulting detected (plan MG12965).
• Discussion on Built Features Management Plan and supporting infrastructure
management plans (plans MG12963 and MG12964).
• All infrastructure management plans and public safety management plan have
been developed in accordance with the DRE subsidence guidelines (Managing
Risk of Subsidence, Guide: WHS(Mines and Petroleum Sites) Legislation, 2017).
A table has been included in each document with reference to the relevant clause
in the WHS legislation and where address in the document.
• Public Roads Management Plan is consistent with previous management plans –
Mandalong Rd (sealed), Tobins Rd (partly sealed), Little Valley Rd (gravel) and
Chapmans Rd (sealed Crown road). Developed in consultation with Lake
Macquarie City Council (LMCC) and DPI – Lands. Draft plan has been signed off
by DPI-Lands and LMCC still reviewing.
• Communications Management Plan – copper cables along Mandalong and Tobins
Rd. Inactive optic fibre cable adjacent Mandalong Rd. The management plan has
been developed in consultation with Telstra and Comms Network Solutions and
signed off by Telstra.
• Transmission Line Management Plan – TransGrid completed retrofitting concrete
cruciform footings on Towers 45 to 47 on TransGrid Line No. 24 (reviewed
photographs). Centennial Mandalong has developed management plan in
consultation with TransGrid. The engineering department has completed review
and currently being reviewed by assets group. Expect sign off in the following
week.
APP165173

Centennial Mandalong Pty Limited ABN 74 101 508 892

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Powerline Management Plan – Ausgrid were provided with the draft management
plan and following modelling have advised some mitigation work is required on
approximately 10 timber poles (replace one pole, add rollers and change
termination fittings). Ausgrid is seeking the regulators approval to conduct the
mitigation works, otherwise will need to go to private enterprise. Management
plan has been updated with proposed mitigation and currently being reviewed by
Ausgrid.
Gangl Li confirmed that the mitigation work on the Ausgrid poles will need to be
completed prior to being influenced by subsidence from LW24-24A.
Public Safety Management Plan – developed with reference to WHS legislation
and subsidence guidelines.
Gang Li stated that WHS legislation requires a risk assessment for the principal
hazard plan. Phil Enright confirmed that the risk assessment has been completed
and will be included in the extraction plan and public safety management plan.
Reviewed plans MG12966 and MG 12968 showing land ownership, location of
dwellings and surface contours. Reviewed for the potential impact of steep slopes
in relation to public safety ie roads and dwellings.
Phil Enright advised the meeting that a steep slope assessment was conducted
by Seedsman Geotechnics in 2016 covering the area from LW22-24A. While
some slopes were greater than 1:3, there were no cliffs and the assessment
concluded that the potential that landslip and rock roll out was extremely low. No
dwellings are located in the vicinity of steep slopes, with most located within the
flood plain. There has been no evidence of subsidence impact from previous
mining at Mandalong, in particular within Olney State Forest.
Gang Li stated that he and Ray would arrange a surface inspection following the
submission of the HRA in December.
14 Property Subsidence Management Plan (PSMP) have been developed in
consultation with landowners and majority have been provided with draft PSMP
and review meetings held. Subsidence predictions for the seven affected
dwellings are below safe, serviceable and repairable (SSR) criteria. Pre-mining
structural assessments have been conducted by ACOR Consultants and no
structural issues were identified. Most SA NSW pre-mining inspections have also
been completed.

Meeting closed at 3:30pm.

Page 2 of 2

(attachment converted to Managed Attachment APP165410_2542_001.pdf)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Attachments Only by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 12:15:49 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW 24-24A - Built
Features MP, Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program
Phil Enright to: industry.coordination

15/11/2017 02:08 PM
Show Details

Alex,
As recently discussed, Mandalong Mine is preparing an Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A. It
is a requirement of SSD-5144 to consult with DRE for the preparation of the Built Features
Management Plan, Public Safety Management Plan and Subsidence Monitoring Program.
Please find attached letter and copies of the management plans for your review.
Note that all four infrastructure management plans supporting the Built Features Management Plan
have been approved by each infrastructure owner.
Due to file size, I will forward the management plans in a number of emails.

(attachments converted to Managed Attachments APP165410_Built Features Management Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf, APP165410_Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan LW24-24A
Final Draft.pdf)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Contents by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 2:09:25 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW 24-24A - Built
Features MP, Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program
Phil Enright to: industry.coordination

15/11/2017 02:11 PM
Show Details

Email No 2.

----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:09 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:08 PM
Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP, Public
Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

APP165410 Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A v1 Final Printed 05/12/2017 by Phil Enright/Centenn

Alex,
As recently discussed, Mandalong Mine is preparing an Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A. It
is a requirement of SSD-5144 to consult with DRE for the preparation of the Built Features
Management Plan, Public Safety Management Plan and Subsidence Monitoring Program.
Please find attached letter and copies of the management plans for your review.
Note that all four infrastructure management plans supporting the Built Features Management Plan
have been approved by each infrastructure owner.
Due to file size, I will forward the management plans in a number of emails.
[attachment "Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Built Features Management Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf"
deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]

(attachments converted to Managed Attachments APP165410_Communications Managment Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf, APP165410_Mandalong Mine Public Roads Management Plan LW24-24A
Final Draft.pdf)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Contents by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 2:11:59 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW 24-24A - Built
Features MP, Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program
Phil Enright to: industry.coordination

15/11/2017 02:13 PM
Show Details

Email No. 3

----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:12 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:11 PM
Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP,
Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

Email No 2.
[attachment "Communications Managment Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine Public Roads Management Plan LW24-24A
Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]
----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:09 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:08 PM
Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP, Public

APP165410 Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A v1 Final Printed 05/12/2017 by Phil Enright/Centenn

Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

Alex,
As recently discussed, Mandalong Mine is preparing an Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A. It
is a requirement of SSD-5144 to consult with DRE for the preparation of the Built Features
Management Plan, Public Safety Management Plan and Subsidence Monitoring Program.
Please find attached letter and copies of the management plans for your review.
Note that all four infrastructure management plans supporting the Built Features Management Plan
have been approved by each infrastructure owner.
Due to file size, I will forward the management plans in a number of emails.
[attachment "Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Built Features Management Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf"
deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]

(attachments converted to Managed Attachments APP165410_Public Safety Managment Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf, APP165410_Mandalong Mine TransGrid TL24 Tower 45-46 Management
Plan Final Draft.pdf)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Contents by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 2:13:57 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW 24-24A - Built
Features MP, Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program
Phil Enright to: industry.coordination

15/11/2017 02:15 PM
Show Details

Email No. 4 - Final
----- Forward
ed by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:14 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:13 PM
Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP,
Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

Email No. 3
[attachment "Public Safety Managment Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine TransGrid TL24 Tower 45-46 Management
Plan Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]
----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:12 PM -----

APP165410 Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A v1 Final Printed 05/12/2017 by Phil Enright/Centenn

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:11 PM
Fw: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP,
Public Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

Email No 2.
[attachment "Communications Managment Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine Public Roads Management Plan LW24-24A
Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]
----- Forwarded by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal on 15/11/2017 02:09 PM ----From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Phil Enright/CentennialCoal
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
15/11/2017 02:08 PM
Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP, Public
Safety MP and Subsidence Monitoring Program

Alex,
As recently discussed, Mandalong Mine is preparing an Extraction Plan for Longwalls 24 and 24A. It
is a requirement of SSD-5144 to consult with DRE for the preparation of the Built Features
Management Plan, Public Safety Management Plan and Subsidence Monitoring Program.
Please find attached letter and copies of the management plans for your review.
Note that all four infrastructure management plans supporting the Built Features Management Plan
have been approved by each infrastructure owner.
Due to file size, I will forward the management plans in a number of emails.
[attachment "Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A.pdf" deleted by Phil
Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Built Features Management Plan LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf"
deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal] [attachment "Mandalong Mine Powerline Management Plan
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf" deleted by Phil Enright/CentennialCoal]

(attachment converted to Managed Attachment APP165410_Subsidence Monitoring Program
LW24-24A Final Draft.pdf)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Contents by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 2:16:14 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Acknowledgement of Correspondence - Royalties & Advisory Services Unit
(Industry Coordination ) Re: Consultation DRE - Mandalong Mine Extraction
Plan LW24-24A - Built Features MP, Public Safety MP and Subsidence
Monitoring Program
Industry Coordination

to: phil.enright

15/11/2017 02:14 PM
Show Details

APP165410 Consultation DRG Extraction Plan LW24-24A v1 Final Printed 05/12/2017 by Phil Enright/Centenn

Thank you for contacting the Division of Resources & Geoscience (DRG) Royalties & Advisory Services Unit.
This is an acknowledgement that your correspondence has been received and a response, if
required, will be sent in due course.
All correspondence or advice required of DRG in relation to SSD projects is to be sent to:
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au
The Royalties and Advisory Services Unit facilitates responsible mineral development in NSW.
The Unit coordinates:


Royalty Administration activities undertaken to effectively manage the NSW royalty regulation in
collaboration with NSW Revenue through industry education and support, data management, royalty
calculation and payment.



Technical and regulatory input during the Mineral Exploration and Development Assessment
Process.
Technical consideration within DRG for new mining proposals/modifications at the Conceptual Project
Development Plan stage.
Strategic projects to enhance sustainable mineral investment and development in NSW.
Acquisition of statistical data and analysis related to the NSW minerals industry.
Resource & Economic assessments for inclusion in the assessment and approvals process for major mineral
projects.
Acquisition and interpretation of market intelligence.
Assessment process for Subsidence Management Plans and the provision of advice to the Department of
Planning and Environment for Extraction Plans as part of the approval process for underground mining
operations in NSW.








DRG Unit contact details and advice:
Royalties & Advisory Services: +61 (0)2 4931 6422 or
industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au or mineral.royalty@industry.nsw.gov.au
Titles Services: +61 (0)2 4931 6500 or titles.services@industry.nsw.gov.au
Mining & Exploration Assessment: +61 (0)2 4931 6698 or
mineral.explorationassessment@industry.nsw.gov.au
Land Use Assessment: +61 (0)2 4931 6714 or landuse.minerals@industry.nsw.gov.au
Geoscience Information: +61 0(2) 4931 6592 or geoscience.info@industry.nsw.gov.au
Strategic Resource Assessment & Advice: +61 (0)2 4931 6689 or
coal.geology@industry.nsw.gov.au
Environmental Sustainability: +61 (0)2 4931 6590 or minres.environment@industry.nsw.gov.au
Available Geoscience Information Systems
http://www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au/miners-and-explorers/geoscience-information
--
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Royalties & Advisory Services Unit - Industry Coordination
Division of Resources & Geoscience
516 High Street Maitland NSW 2320 | PO Box 344 HRMC NSW 2310

T: +61 2 4931 6616 | F: +61 2 4931 6776

E: industry.coordination@industry.nsw.gov.au

W: www.resourcesandenergy.nsw.gov.au

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information.
If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed
in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of their
organisation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Appended Contents by Phil Enright on 15/11/2017 3:12:44 PM
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Centennial Mandalong
12 Kerry Anderson Drive
Mandalong NSW 2264
PO Box 1000
Toronto NSW 2283
Telephone 1800 730 919
Facsimile 49 730 999

